2021 Nanyang Assistant Professorship Call

The World’s Best Young University is looking for the world’s most promising Professors. NTU invites outstanding young researchers and exceptional scholars to apply for appointment as Nanyang Assistant Professors.

Successful candidates will

- Receive start-up research grants of up to S$ 1 million (US$ 720K; €635K; £566K)
- Enjoy attractive remuneration package and other benefits including assistance with accommodation
- Hold tenure-track appointments and play lead roles in the university’s new wave of multi-disciplinary, integrative research

The University provides excellent R&D infrastructure with well-equipped state-of-the-art laboratories and opportunities for research funding.

To Apply:
Applications now open for submission till Wednesday, 30 Sep 2020, 11:59 P.M. (UTC / GMT +8:00).

- Kindly note that only online applications will be accepted and only shortlisted candidates will be notified.
- Applicants are responsible to remind their referees to submit the referees’ reports by 7 October 2020, 11.59 P.M (UTC/GMT +8.00) to complete their application.

Desired skills and experience

- Early career researcher (post-doctoral fellow or equivalent) from a reputable university
- PhD degree in any discipline obtained no more than 10 years at the closing date of this NAP Call (i.e. as at 30 Sep 2020)
- Strong track record for publication and relevant teaching experience
- Ready to lead his/her research group independently
To facilitate the application process, the following information will be required:

**Information required for application:**

- Personal Details
- Education Details
- Employment History
- Short executive summary of research project (detailed proposal to be uploaded separately)
- Publication List (with information on citation and impact factor)
  - **Three (3) References.** Your referees are required to upload their reference letters to the online portal by using login credentials provided in the notification email sent to them. It is the responsibility of the applicants to ensure their referees submit the letters by **7 October 2020, 11.59 P.M (UTC/GMT +8.00)** to complete their application.

**Applications without letter of support are incomplete and will not be considered further.**

- Additional Information (e.g. number of graduate students supervised, information on grants, patents)
- NTU's Schools of Interests (you are allowed to choose up to 3 schools)

**Mandatory documents to be uploaded:**

- Cover Letter *(what you have to offer and why you chose NTU)*
- Detailed proposal of your research project (around five(5) A4 pages)
- CV with Full Publication List (with information on citation and impact factor)

**Preparing your CV:**

1. **Personal details**
   - Including Name, Address, Email address, Telephone etc.

2. **Employment History**
   - Clearly state the position held and employer *by chronological order* - most recent first

3. **Education**
   - Clearly state the field of study, qualifications obtained and awarding institutes – *most recent first*

4. **Publication list**
   - Clearly state your *H-index and citation count*
   - List your publications *by chronological order* – most recent first
   - Publication must be in the format – `<Authors> < Article title> <Journal title> <Issn/Date> and underline your name.

5. **Awards/Patents (Other achievements)**
6. **Others (Additional Skills etc)**
7. **References**
   - Include contact details of **three (3) referees**.
Preparing your Research Proposal:

Please be concise and keep the proposal to within five (5) A4-size pages. Your proposal should include the following sections:

a) Title page

b) Table of contents

c) Executive Summary

d) Specific Aims/Objectives

e) Background and significance

f) Research design and methods

g) Milestones and deliverables

h) References, if any

*Please upload your research proposal (as a separate, single pdf file) to the online application portal.